
About: We provide moving labor for people who need help moving. Our website will functions similar 
to www.HireAHelper.com, the only difference is that our customers will be hiring our independent 
contractors (moving helpers) to help them move instead of hiring a company.

See: http://haulinassets.launchcorp.net
Homepage should look like this: https://ibb.co/kautnk
Checkout Form Should Look Like This: https://ibb.co/jfx7DQ

User interface
1- Customer panel
2- Helper panel
3- Admin

Customer
Customer panel and customer features
1- The customers will be able to register to the website after they complete checkout
-once a customer has an account on the website they will be able to see their upcoming orders, moving 
helpers that they've chosen,
2- Customers can login anytime and create their profiles
3- Customers can input all their details and upload pictures
4- Customers will be able to search for helpers in moving assistance from one zip code to another .
5- Customers can put the following information on the search form

1- Select the Date, Start Time Window (should be adjustable by admin), Moving from zip code, amount
of time they need help for (2,4,6,8 hours – adjustable by admin).
2-Customers should Be able to select the number of  moving helpers they need (number of moving 
helpers will coordinate with the number of moving helpers who are signed up on our website). 
Minimum is one helper at 2hrs for $83

Once The user provides their criteria for the moving open  clicking on search these are the steps that 
will be followed
1- The customers will be provided with list of available helpers based on their search parameters and 
the availability of helpers. Helpers can be sorted by reviews or number of jobs completed.
2- They will be able to choose the number of helpers that they chose in step 1 only.
3- Once the selection process of the helpers are made based  on results shown ,they will be proceeded 
to the payment process page. Process page should look the checkout page that www.HIreAHelper.com 
uses. We will provide a picture.
4- Payment will be processed through paypal
5- Once the payment is successfully made ,the helpers will be notified via email about the work 
assigned to them with contact details of the customers so that they can connect to each other. 
6-After payment is submitted a unique payment code will be generated. Which will be used to release 
payment to moving helpers after move is complete. Customer will input code on website to authorize 
release of payment to moving helpers from admin. 
7- After the work is set as complete by the customer, the customer will be able to provide reviews for 
the helper that were hired. Reviews will be displayed on the website.

http://www.HireAHelper.com/
http://haulinassets.launchcorp.net/
http://www.HIreAHelper.com/


Helper panel /Features
1- The helpers will be able to register to the website as individual helpers .
2- They can create profiles
3- They  must set their home zip code and set in mileage How far from their home zip code they are 
willing to work
4- Determine the days and times they are available
5- They will have their own dashboard panel
6- They can see the history of works they have done
7- They will have a notification in their dashboard about the work assigned to them and work they have
completed.
8. Helpers will have the ability to enter the unique payment code given to them by the customer after 
each job to request payment from admin.
9. Helpers will see which jobs they've been paid for and which they have not been paid for.

Admin panel /Features
1- The admin will be allowed the access to the website from the back end panel
2- The admin can change the slider images and manage content on the website
3- He will be provided the authority with records of all the users and orders that are being made on the 
website
4- He will be notified whenever there is a new order placed
5- Also the admin will be notified about the withdrawal requests made by the helpers
6- He will have each records of the customers
7- admin can ban or delete any helpers
-Payments are made to admins paypal account

 


